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Abstract
5The rhetoric of development served as a language for Sotho politicians from 1960–70 to
6debate the meanings of political participation. The relative paucity of aid in this period
7gave outsized importance to small projects run in rural villages, and stood in stark contrast
8to the period from the mid-1970s onwards when aid became an ‘antipolitics machine’
9that worked to undermine national sovereignty. Examination of the democratic period
10in Lesotho from 1966–70 helps explain the process by which newly independent states
11gave up some of their recently won sovereignty, and how a turn to authoritarianism
12helped contribute to this process.
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15In , over a year before Lesotho’s independence from British rule, Leabua Jonathan’s
16Basotho National Party (BNP) was the surprise winner of elections. Jonathan, like leaders
17across the continent as colonial rule drew to a close, promised to bring ‘a healthy and dy-
18namic economic programme and development’ to Lesotho. There were many structural
19obstacles to achievement of this goal, including a lack of investment, virtually no planning
20capacity within government departments, few formal contacts with funding agencies
21and countries abroad, and Lesotho’s dependent position geographically and economically
22relative to apartheid South Africa. British culpability in this ‘underdevelopment’ was
23acknowledged by the last British government representative, Alexander Falconer Giles.

24He wrote on the eve of independence in  that ‘Britain’s neglect over the past century
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25has led to Basutoland’s complete dependence on the Republic of South Africa, and that by
26granting independence with insufficient aid Britain is in fact “selling out” the territory to
27the Republic . . . Impecunious independence will not be independence at all, and for this
28Britain must bear the responsibility.’

29The belief that development was intimately tied to questions of sovereignty and indepen-
30dence was not confined to the British or to the ruling BNP, as all four political parties and
31many individuals also made development a central part of their independence vision. Many
32Sotho framed independence in developmentalist terms and hoped that it would enable
33individuals to find paid employment at home rather than in the mines, factories, and
34farms of apartheid South Africa. This was, in many ways, a reaction against apartheid
35and the conditions previous generations of Sotho migrant workers had faced, but the belief
36was widespread that independence could bring about substantial change. Despite the con-
37sistency of the rhetoric, there was little agreement on what exactly ‘development’ meant,
38how it could be delivered in the new country, or who should have significant input into
39the process. In addition, there was precious little funding for development in the first
40years of independence. The heady rhetoric of Prime Minister Jonathan and other govern-
41ment leaders did not translate into large amounts of aid from abroad as bilateral and multi-
42lateral funding from all sources was relatively paltry in the period up to the mid-s, and
43international organizations were slow to engage with the Lesotho government on develop-
44ment projects.
45The story of the early days of foreign aid in Lesotho is important on a number of levels.
46Firstly, development became one of the main sites of political contestation within Lesotho.
47Individuals and politicians used the language of development to make arguments about
48the proper role of government, and how centralized governmental authority should be.
49Development was central to conceptions of politics and political belonging rather than
50being divorced, as it was in later eras, from the political process. Secondly, the study of
51aid highlights the very real lack of state involvement in rural life in the early independence
52era. Minimal state involvement combined with a vibrant and relatively open society, a free
53press, and a thriving multi-party system, suggests that there was a rupture, a moment per-
54haps, in the post-independence period when debates about development were meaningful
55in the lives of ordinary Sotho. Due to the paucity of aid and the threat of electoral reper-
56cussions, the government could not centralize and control projects like it could in a later
57time. This relative decentralization had been partly present during the late colonial period,
58but the inability of Lesotho to garner funds from non-British sources mooted the possibi-
59lities. It was also not possible after the coup of , when the government cracked down
60on dissent, opposition political parties, and civil society organizations.
61Attention to this post-independence period reveals that while the colonial state and the
62postcolonial state of the mid-s resembled each other, the line of continuity between
63them was not direct. Aid and development in the form of ‘big projects’ helped the
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64authoritarian state consolidate control in the rural areas, but also forced the newly
65independent government to relinquish some of its hard-won sovereignty to international
66funding agencies. Thus, the forms the state took after  were, at least in part, responses
67to promises of development made to citizens in the early independence period and not
68simply the natural evolution of the Westminster package of governance received with inde-
69pendence. The hopes and disillusionments of the early independence era, thus contributed
70to the authoritarian turn of the postcolonial state, which in turn enabled the state to work
71with development agencies and funding bodies to centralize power, but at the expense of
72sovereignty.

73LESOTHO, DEVELOPMENT, AND METHODOLOGY

74For this article, I use an expansive definition of development that encompasses projects
75designed to boost the macroeconomic productivity of Lesotho, as well as poverty allevi-
76ation programs. I also include general foreign assistance funding like food aid because
77Sotho tended to lump together all forms of support from abroad as they made them the
78centerpiece of public political debate. This study mainly examines small development
79projects that, after independence, fell under the aegis of the Community Development
80Department in the Ministry of Interior. Such projects are hard to access in the historical
81record because they were small-scale, mainly in rural areas, and theoretically at least, run
82partly on the initiative of local people. This limited historical visibility is especially true for
83Lesotho where state archival sources are not available for much of the late colonial period
84and completely unavailable for the post-independence period. The archives of the United
85States, the United Kingdom, and the World Bank provide details on funding and some
86civil servant responses, but as John Darwin cautions, these only tell part of the story.

87A better assessment of the meaning of these projects, therefore, requires alternate
88sources. Thus, this article draws upon interviews conducted with Sotho who experienced
89such projects. Such evidence needs to be handled with care as people tend to read the
90past in light of the present, and it can be challenging for people to reconstruct experiences
91that do not correspond to ‘big events’. Today, many in Lesotho express disillusionment
92with development, believing that it has largely benefitted those with pre-existing ties to
93political power or resources. Since the electoral victory in  of the Basotho Congress
94Party (BCP), the party that was denied power in the  coup, and the failure of it
95and subsequent governments to appreciably change the results of aid programs, there
96has been a softening of opinion toward the BNP government of the late s. As one
97man who had been a student and opposition supporter noted about the BNP government:
98‘In hindsight [they] did their best given the atmosphere of the time.’
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99 is a watershed for Sotho because the January elections marked the end of demo-
100cratic rule. Between independence in  and , Lesotho featured a free and open
101press, plus a vibrant, if vitriolic, political process with two opposition parties represented
102in parliament. After the January poll, the ruling BNP government refused to hand over
103power to the opposition BCP, which had won the election. They were able to do this be-
104cause the security forces, especially the elite Police Mobile Unit (PMU), which was funded
105by South African aid in  and again after the coup, supported the incumbent.

106Following the coup, there was scattered violence throughout the country that stretched
107into April. A failed BCP coup in  led opposition leaders to go into exile in
108Botswana. Jonathan’s BNP government ruled until they were ousted by the military in
109, with multiparty democracy not returning to Lesotho until . Thus, the time be-
110tween  and  is unusually salient in people’s minds as the only democratic period
111prior to .

112In addition to local memories of independence, this article also makes use of interviews
113with American Peace Corps Volunteers who served from  to  in Lesotho. There
114have been a few tentative efforts to assess the role the Peace Corps played in particular
115African political and developmental contexts, but most of the literature on the organization
116has examined how the Peace Corps fit into US Cold War foreign policy, or how the experi-
117ence changed volunteers. By contrast, I look at these individuals as part and parcel of the
118politicization of development work as their arrival was trumpeted as the prime minister’s
119political and developmental success. Their memories of Lesotho were also confined only to
120the late s as most volunteers never returned after their two or three years of service.
121Studies of ‘big projects’ in Africa, like dams or railways, have been used effectively to
122tease out changing conceptions of citizenship, relations with the state, and local engage-
123ment with global ideas. In places without ‘big projects’, however, the rhetoric and prac-
124tice of development still played a large role in local political conceptions. Analyses of
125smaller-scale projects have found, for instance, ‘competing constructions of citizenship’
126in rural Tanzania around the rhetoric of ujamaa and self-help, and have been used to iden-
127tify changes taking place in rural Uganda away from big development projects.
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128In Lesotho, while there had been two larger agricultural projects in the s, and the
129massive project that would become the Highlands Water Project in the s was under
130discussion, there were no ‘big projects’ operating between  and . Small-scale
131development projects – those that did not feature major capital expenditures and were gen-
132erally conducted at the village level –were, thus, the only development efforts afoot.
133James Ferguson nicely elucidates the story of development in Lesotho from about 
134onward. His account has been critical to explaining what ‘development’ does to local
135politics, and has been applied to a wide variety of cases in the developing world. His ac-
136count, however, leaves aside the question of how development institutions came to occupy
137their place of prominence, picking up the story only after bilateral and multilateral organi-
138zations were well established in Lesotho. Similarly, Khabele Matlosa, in an unpublished
139paper, touches on the goal of the BNP to ‘consolidate its power base through coercion
140and co-option using aid as a convenient medium’, but does not go into depth about
141how the government effected these programs. The pace of development in late colonial
142and early independence Lesotho was slow, but funding and the number of organizations
143present both increased during this period. A key goal of Jonathan’s government was to in-
144crease external funding for development. Yet, in these early years, ‘development’ was not
145the overriding force it would become by the mid-s when it was able to expand and
146entrench ‘bureaucratic state power’; rather it was a highly contingent and contested process
147that many tried to shape for their own purposes. Tracing changes in the debates around
148development helps explain why the government of Lesotho, which had just attained inde-
149pendence, was willing to surrender sovereignty and control over territory to development
150institutions.

151EARLIER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS IN LESOTHO

152The concept of ‘development’ was not new in the s in Lesotho. Although Sotho poli-
153ticians complained about the lack of funding for development in the late colonial period,
154people had strongly resisted the centerpiece of colonial development policy – the continuing
155soil erosion campaign that began in the s. Lesotho was not a ‘traditional subsistence
156peasant society’ as the World Bank claimed in the s. Rather, since the nineteenth cen-
157tury, Sotho had been participants in the regional economy, both as agricultural producers
158and migrant laborers. A combination of land shortages, drought, and the arrival of the
159railways meant that by the s and s, Lesotho was a permanent net importer of
160food and exporter of labor. Nonetheless, the colonial government strongly believed
161that Lesotho was an agrarian society and this belief ensured that most colonial
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162development funding was directed towards education and the improvement of subsistence
163agriculture.
164Following the drought of the early s, the colonial government recruited Sir Alan
165Pim to conduct an economic survey. His  report focused attention for the first time
166on soil erosion in the territory. On account of the report, the government received a
167loan from the Colonial Office to implement a territory-wide plan to build terraces on hill-
168side fields, create grass buffer strips, and put livestock on different grazing schedules for
169communally-held land. The chieftaincy and some Sotho commoners initially supported
170these efforts, but others complained about the loss of already-scarce land for plowing,
171and the lack of local input into the process. By the early s, resistance to the project
172became widespread as Sotho farmers noticed that the project actually increased erosion
173in many places, and covertly sabotaged anti-erosion works. Additionally, the similarities
174between these programs and ‘Betterment Schemes’ in South Africa increased skepticism
175of and resistance toward the projects. That the projects were quite similar is not surpris-
176ing because many of the managers for the Lesotho scheme had moved from the initial proj-
177ect in the Herschel District directly into the Basutoland administration. Thus, the
178resistance of Sotho to the soil erosion campaign was rooted not in a blind distrust of
179the idea of ‘development’, but in a reaction to their own experiences as farmers, the lack
180of formal structures that could take account of their views, and a general distrust of
181South African administrators in Lesotho. There were similar reactions to the two ‘pilot
182projects’ that the colonial government set up using Colonial Development and Welfare
183funds in the late s. Both the Taung and Tebetebeng projects featured the promise
184of better agricultural yields through soil conservation and mechanization, but they again
185were modeled on South African betterment schemes, and failed to incorporate feedback
186mechanisms to allow local people the opportunity to voice concerns and contribute their
187own expertise. As Motlatsi Thabane explains, ‘The Basotho had no mechanism for discuss-
188ing the problems they saw in their fields with the government; independent action was their
189sole recourse.’ Both projects folded within a year of each other in  and ,
190respectively.
191The Taung Scheme, especially, attracted organized political opposition as the BCP
192(known prior to  as the Basutoland African Congress) used dissatisfaction with
193the project as a way of mobilizing new rural supporters. As we have seen, most local
194people attributed its failure to the inability to incorporate local experiences and grievances,
195while colonial administrators, on the other hand, blamed Sotho farmers’ lack of
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196commitment to the project. The Taung and Tebetebeng schemes represented the last
197attempts by the colonial government to implement large-scale rural development projects
198prior to independence and, somewhat ironically, served as the templates for BNP projects
199in the s. Similar to the colonial schemes, postcolonial projects were also run in a top-
200down fashion, and deemed to be ‘failures’ on account of a lack of public support; however,
201the projects still lacked mechanisms or structures to incorporate local agricultural knowl-
202edge, or allow for local people to express grievances about how the projects were operat-
203ing. This recycling of colonial development plans is not altogether surprising because, as
204Joseph Hodge has demonstrated, colonial administrators often transitioned into positions
205with international organizations like the World Bank.

206The desire for greater economic opportunity led to some small-scale experiments with
207agriculture run by local communities and the Catholic Church. In the late s and
208s, James Machobane developed a system of intercropping that promised to increase
209the food security and income of subsistence farmers. He started his own self-financed agri-
210cultural college in the Nqechane area of the Leribe District, and even garnered the support,
211for a short time, of the colonial agricultural department, which ran a field test of his
212methods in –. Worried about Machobane’s ability to mobilize rural populations
213in scattered lowland villages that were not part of large-scale government agricultural de-
214velopment schemes, first the colonial and then Jonathan’s BNP government harassed and
215shut down Machobane’s educational efforts in the s.

216Earlier in the s, the Catholic Church organized cooperative societies, built new
217schools and clinics, and supported organizations (kopanos) working to mobilize the
218scant resources of rural communities, especially in the mountain areas. The colonial
219government was broadly supportive of efforts to ameliorate poverty, but worried that
220these church programs were undermining expatriate traders, a key government constitu-
221ency. During the Second World War, the Catholic response to government attempts to
222regulate these programs ‘skirted the boundaries of treason’ in encouraging people to resist
223conscription and changes to the chieftaincy. The Catholic programs, however, were
224popular with local people and even after the Church had to back away from its consumer
225cooperatives, it continued to support kopanos that increased the ability of women in rural
226communities to learn useful domestic skills, participate in self-help building projects, and
227earn some income through handicrafts and sewing. This participation, particularly
228by rural Catholic woman who were stereotypically seen as being the most ‘conservative’,
229demonstrated that it was the forms development took that engendered resistance, rather
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230than the idea itself. This continued into the post-independence period as well, as aid and
231government planners took resistance to particular forms of development as being syno-
232nymous with an aversion to the idea of development. Writing in , United Nations
233Develepment Program (UNDP) planner N. Kaul claimed that rural Sotho, especially
234women, had a ‘pathetic contentment’ toward the idea of ‘development’. In reality, how-
235ever, rural Sotho were unwilling to buy blindly into top-down development projects.

236DEBATES AROUND INCREASES IN DEVELOPMENT AID FOR LESOTHO

237The  constitution called for elections in  to choose district councils. This step
238toward participatory democracy, and the implicit promise of movement toward indepen-
239dence, sharpened focus on development and the perceived lack of governmental efforts
240in this area. The regular operating budget of Basutoland had run a deficit since /
241as government services increased without a concomitant rise in revenues. The UK govern-
242ment met this budget gap with grants-in-aid, but this flow of cash, which reached almost
243£ million by /, did not cover any new development efforts, merely funding
244day-to-day governmental operations. The grants from the British government to fund de-
245velopment (mainly the soil erosion campaign and school construction) came through the
246Colonial Welfare and Development (CDW) fund up to  March , and afterwards
247came through aid packages negotiated at three-year intervals. The CDW monies, however,
248only totaled about $ million total in the two decades prior to independence.

249In the pre-independence period, there was some non-British assistance in Lesotho. From
250, the US Agency for International Development (USAID) funded scholarships for
251students at the University of Lesotho, Botswana and Swaziland, and assisted the
252Ford Foundation in funding the transfer of the university from the Catholic Church to
253the government. The World Food Program (WFP) contracted with Catholic Relief
254Services to provide emergency food supplies to people in Lesotho in times of drought,
255with funding coming from the US government under Title II of the PL- law (Food
256for Peace). In , the colonial government had also negotiated a loan of $. million
257from the International Development Association (IDA), an arm of the World Bank, to pave
258the main road through the territory from Maseru to Leribe (see Fig. ). The gradual in-
259crease in these types of aid from non-British sources and the experiences of other African
260countries at independence gave politicians of all parties hope for more aid, causing them to
261place foreign development assistance at the center of their party platforms.
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(UBBS).
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262During the  election campaign, fissures around the questions of aid and foreign
263assistance came to the fore. The BNP pledged to work with South Africa to maintain cur-
264rent employment levels for Sotho, and promised that cooperation would lead to economic
265assistance as well from the apartheid regime. The BCP and the Marema-Tlou Freedom
266Party (MFP) both disavowed this possibility, pledging instead to look at all sources abroad
267except for South Africa. That both were taking money from communist countries (the MFP
268from the Soviet Union and the BCP from China), however, left them open to the BNP
269charge that they would introduce communism to Lesotho after independence. Broad
270agreement with the principle of more foreign assistance did not translate into agreement
271on the proper source for such assistance.
272When Jonathan won the elections, he faced the reality that the main source for develop-
273ment assistance in the late s remained the British government. UK development funds

Fig. 1.
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274pledged at independence in  totaled £ million, which Jonathan considered inad-
275equate. This was both because they fell short of the £. million he requested, and because
276Botswana, independent the same week as Lesotho with a smaller population, was promised
277£. million for development. Jonathan and his government were disappointed in the
278total amount, and were worried about not meeting the lofty development expectations
279of the electorate.
280Part of the reason Britain gave for not offering more aid was the lack of planning
281capacity in the Lesotho government. This was a technical problem and one that was at
282least partly the fault of the British administration. It also, however, had political implica-
283tions as aid planning was part of broader efforts to promote modernization by using
284development, in the words of Larry Grubbs, as a means of ‘not only enhance[ing] the like-
285lihood of economic success, [but] plac[ing] key decisions beyond politics’ and helping to
286centralize authority’. In , responsibility for planning rested with the Ministry of
287Economic Development, Industry and Commerce, which had a middle and senior level
288staff of four. A Central Planning Office was created in June , to coordinate develop-
289ment efforts and create a five-year plan, but this office lacked clout within the government
290as ministries retained the ability to procure their own aid, encouraging jockeying for power
291and prestige. This lack of governmental centralization meant that in /, for instance,
292the prime minister personally negotiated the Peace Corps program with the Americans;
293Agriculture and the University were negotiating separately with the Canadians; Health
294with UNICEF; and External Affairs with the Austrians, to name a few. This confused
295set of affairs at the top levels of government meant that the aid that did arrive in
296Lesotho in the late s came in the form of small amounts for small projects. In
297, the Swedish International Development Agency and the Canadian government
298both gave between $, and $,, while US food assistance through the WFP
299totaled about $ million, the Peace Corps cost just over $ million, and the charge
300d’affaires in Maseru had around $, to disburse.

301While these absolute numbers were not negligible, Jonathan’s government was not able
302in the early independence period to land ‘big’ development projects (outside of the World
303Bank loan that had been a colonial project) that would have provided prestige and signifi-
304cant employment prospects. This was not for lack of effort as Jonathan proposed an agri-
305cultural project to USAID and approached the South African government for aid on
306agricultural and industrial projects. USAID was hamstrung by congressional restrictions
307that limited African programs to ten strategic partners, not including Lesotho, and the

 TNA OD /, Lesotho Post Independence Aid, recorded conversation between High Commissioner,
Maseru and Prime Minister Jonathan,  Feb. .
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308South Africans, in the midst of debates about betterment schemes, were unwilling to
309give development aid to Lesotho. The idea of getting South African support for creating
310industry in Lesotho was always naïve as profitable industry on the borders of South Africa
311would have undercut Bantustan and border industries schemes. Thus, the South African
312government sabotaged efforts by the Lesotho National Development Corporation to re-
313cruit a Honda Motors manufacturing plant and commercial radio station. The South
314African regime did finance an expansion of the elite security forces, the PMU, to bolster
315the Jonathan regime, and to encourage continued cooperation between the Lesotho police
316and South African security forces. They also sent technical advisors, including economic
317planners, on secondment. The ‘big’ project Jonathan worked so hard for was a precursor
318to the Lesotho Highlands Water Projects that would sell water and electricity to South
319Africa. Negotiations involved the governments of Lesotho, South Africa, and the UK,
320with the World Bank also present, but the project fell apart in . South Africa was
321not willing to put such critical infrastructure in the hands of a black-run state, and did
322not trust Jonathan to remain in power and supportive long enough for a project of that
323magnitude to be built.
324South African denial of aid and sabotage of projects was just one aspect of the inability
325of Jonathan’s government to attract assistance as its lack of coordination between minis-
326tries further hindered procurement. The turmoil in the government resulted in part from
327a partial purge of the civil service that followed the BNP victory. Jonathan and his close
328supporters perceived most civil servants and educated Sotho as opposition BCP supporters,
329and attempted to replace them with political appointees. This politicization of the civil
330service tied directly into the politicization of development, and was related to the harsh
331partisan rhetoric emanating from parliament and the press in the first years of
332independence.

333THE POLITICIZATION OF AID 1965–70

334The BNP’s razor-thin parliamentary majority in the April  elections was won
335with only a plurality of the votes as the opposition BCP and MFP together split about
336 per cent of the vote. Key to the BNP victory was support in the foothill and mountain
337regions, which were overwhelmingly Catholic. Jonathan pinned much of his hope for
338development assistance on a policy of engagement with the South African government.
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339He argued that engagement would allow his government to garner more support than the
340fiery anti-apartheid rhetoric of the opposition parties. Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd
341contributed to this narrative by donating , bags of grain to Jonathan personally
342for ‘famine relief’ in June  when Jonathan was engaged in a by-election. He had
343lost his own constituency in the April elections, and was forced to run for a safe BNP
344seat in the southern foothills. Jonathan, though he was initially ‘surprised’ by the an-
345nouncement of the gift, quickly turned it into evidence that his engagement policy
346would enable him to deliver foreign assistance from sources his rivals could not. The op-
347position, on the other hand, condemned the grain gift as evidence of Jonathan’s willingness
348to acquiesce to apartheid in exchange for handouts.
349This intense politicization of the grain gift was but one example of the highly polarized
350political environment in late colonial and early independence Lesotho. At the center of
351this tension was foreign aid, and more broadly, the concept of development. A UNDP
352assessment of development strategies at independence called on ministries to give people
353a ‘sense of involvement’ in projects as a way of ‘promoting national unity’, but the BNP
354government by-and-large did not do this. Ill-equipped to carry this out in the first
355place because it was under-staffed, but more importantly unwilling to relinquish control
356over funded projects, the government relied instead on top-down control and maximum
357political symbolism. In , they abolished district councils, set up by the late colonial
358regime in part to germinate and administer local development projects, because they
359were controlled largely by the opposition. Their decentralized mission also conflicted
360with BNP attempts to centralize projects. National tree-planting day in , for in-
361stance, saw the government mobilize Boy Scouts, other youth groups, and the consti-
362tutional monarch, Moshoeshoe II, to support the effort. Tree-planting, however, had
363a long history in Lesotho as it was a key component of the anti-erosion campaign, so
364people in Lesotho read this not simply as an effort to put trees in the ground, but as an
365opportunity for the government to prove its competency and garner support. Opposition
366supporters, because of this, uprooted trees or let their animals graze on the tasty new
367plants.

368The arrival of the first group of Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) in December 

369was marked by similar politicization. Jonathan showed his investment in the success of
370the program by making time to visit their training camp outside of San Diego on his
371September  trip to the United States. On the other side of the coin,
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372Ntsu Mokhehle, the leader of the BCP, took to the floor of parliament in October  to
373denounce the impending arrival of the volunteers. He linked this to the secondment of civil
374servants from South Africa, the grain gift, and a  agreement between the government
375and international mining giant Rio Tinto to explore diamond mining in country. He
376argued that these programs were a plot to ‘sabotage . . . the sovereignty of this country’.

377His attacks continued after the arrival of the Peace Corps, with charges that the volunteers
378were an attempt by the BNP and US governments to ‘undermine the UN resolutions on
379non-interference . . . in the affairs of other states’ and, in a different vein, that PCVs were
380‘attacking and belittling the King, the chiefs, the missionaries, the leaders of the opposition
381parties and even our inspectors of schools’. At the heart of these charges was the fear that
382the Peace Corps program was legitimizing only the BNP vision for the nation. This politi-
383cization of the Peace Corps was not just confined to Lesotho, as volunteers in Cameroon
384also faced suspicion of their motives for living in rural areas. Across Africa, the program
385bore the brunt of diplomatic squabbles with the US government as it was one of the cen-
386terpieces of American foreign policy on the continent. From its inception in  until
387, the Peace Corps was either temporarily or permanently evicted from nine of twenty-
388four African countries where it had operations, with its volunteers often suspected of being
389Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) spies in many more places, including India.

390In its Sotho translation, the Peace Corps translated as the ‘Army of Peace’, and the idea
391of young, mainly white, ‘soldiers’ residing in rural Lesotho did not always sit well with a
392population that had a tumultuous history with land dispossession by white settlers. The
393only non-Sotho allowed to live in the country were government administrators, mission-
394aries, and traders, whose rights of residence expired when they retired. Thus, the presence
395of these volunteers in rural areas was indeed a new phenomenon for Lesotho, and pre-
396sented Mokhehle and BCP supporters with a golden political opportunity. Moreover,
397since Jonathan had made the arrival of the Peace Corps a cornerstone of his political pro-
398gram, Mokhehle and the BCP saw it as fair game.
399Many of the first group of volunteers to arrive in late  recalled feeling unwelcome
400upon arrival, especially those who lived in BCP lowland strongholds like Mafeteng. Some
401reported receiving anonymous letters warning them not to go to certain villages for their
402work, or facing hostile stares and questioning as they attempted to shop at local stores
403or drink in the local shebeens. This hostility mainly manifested itself verbally, but one
404volunteer remembered hearing about a house being burned down and stones thrown at
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405a British man working for the International Voluntary Service. This initial period of
406discomfort lasted into , as one volunteer reported being verbally harassed about
407the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr in April . Later that year, the political
408pressure on the Peace Corps from the BCP eased as the party’s leadership backed away
409from the harshest rhetoric. The American Peace Corps administrator in Maseru noted at
410the time that this was largely a political ploy: ‘The BCP does not attack the Peace Corps
411privately as rigorously as it does to the public.’ The volunteers themselves were in a diffi-
412cult spot because while PCVs were told to avoid politics and political discussions, even this
413action carried political significance. This attempted neutrality drew suspicion as a Peace
414Corps memo noted: ‘The non-political behavior of volunteers produces fear in many
415government circles that Peace Corps is disloyal to the government that invited the volun-
416teers in the first place.’

417Volunteers also remembered their efforts to thaw frosty relations as being mostly
418successful from the middle of . Living most of his youth in exile in Lesotho because
419of the political activities of his pan-Africanist father, A. P. Mda, distinguished South
420African writer Zakes Mda corroborated the impressions of volunteers. Mda, who worked
421with the BCP in Mafeteng, recounted greeting the arrival of the PCVs with great skepticism
422because of Mokhehle’s rhetoric, and condemning their presence in local shebeens. Not
423long after their arrival, however, Mda recalled that the volunteers ‘disarmed us with
424their friendliness and we forgot that they were imperialist agents’; they were soon accepted
425as another part of the community. The decline in attacks from the BCP was matched
426soon after by a rise in pressure on the program and volunteers from the government.
427Part of this was driven by fear of the decentralized nature of Peace Corps work, but
428the fact that most PCVs held non-specialist bachelor degrees also led to the charge that
429they were doing work that should have been done by local people. The Catholic newspaper
430Moeletsi oa Basotho, widely recognized as a mouthpiece for the government, voiced some
431of this concern in August  about a separate group of volunteers who came through
432Crossroads Africa, but the charges applied equally to the Peace Corps: ‘Some people say
433that there is no need for such people to produce [work] for Basotho which they can prob-
434ably produce by themselves, because we will be a nation who cannot be self-reliant.’

435This reversal of political arguments took on an even sharper tone in  as the parties
436geared up for elections. Having staked his reelection bid on the delivery of aid, projects,
437and improved services, Jonathan realized that public perception of the development
438successes of the BNP administration was a paramount concern. That the government
439would eventually need to focus on this issue was noted as early as  by British aid
440administrators. In that year, late arriving rains had obviated the preparations for what
441some feared would be a calamitous famine, but ministers in the Lesotho government
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442were ‘embarrassed by what they have said to people about outside aid and are reluctant to
443reduce demands on account of the improved situation’. The perception of competency
444that large-scale aid from the WFP could engender was more important to the minsters
445than the actual need for aid at that point. Similarly, in , Jonathan asked the UK to
446frontload its development funding because, in the estimation of British planners, ‘his govern-
447ment must show as early as possible (and definitely before their next election in ) that
448they are bringing some advantageous results to the people of Lesotho following indepen-
449dence’. This need to deliver on promises of aid, and to take credit for completed projects,
450culminated in a series of threats to voters that nakedly tied development projects to politi-
451cal support. Jonathan made this clear in Mafeteng in December :

452If you think that the roads we have constructed are a good thing, return us to power. If you think
453the electricity we have brought to Lesotho is a good thing, return us to power. If you think the air
454services and airstrips we have established and improved are a good thing. If you think the indus-
455tries we have brought to Lesotho are a good thing, return us to power. If you think the food aid we
456have brought to this country is a good thing, return us to power. If you reject the Basotho National
457Party, then you reject the developments we have achieved.

458One reason for such sharp rhetoric related to where the government had already under-
459taken development projects. Lowland districts had largely gone for the BCP or MFP in
460, but had received development projects because of their accessibility from the limited
461road network. Showpiece projects included the newly tarred road that ran through Maseru
462to the northern lowland town of Hlotse/Leribe, a couple of small factories in Maseru, and a
463candle-making operation in the northern lowland town of Kolonyama, the constituency
464where Jonathan had been a headman and failed to win a parliamentary seat in 

465(see Fig. ). Jonathan made sure the constituencies where these projects were located
466understood that their continued access to projects was dependent on electoral support.
467In October, he warned that lack of support for the BNP from Kolonyama could lead
468to ‘development priority [being] given to those constituencies that do’. Similarly, a
469December speech in the Leribe District linked future assistance with water supply projects
470and road building projects to electoral support in .

471Many PCVs were stationed in lowland administrative towns like Mafeteng, Leribe,
472Mohale’s Hoek, and Teyateyaneng, where they worked closely with government officials.
473Jonathan worried that the volunteers were developing tight relationships with civil
474servants, who still largely supported the opposition and might try to take credit for the
475completion of small-scale development projects so necessary to his political fortunes.
476A  Peace Corps report confirmed this situation as ‘the government has used com-
477munity development to politicize the village unit, and the Volunteer is caught up in the
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478heated political current’. In October , Jonathan ordered PCVs to stay out of
479local politics ‘either by actions or by words’. This shift to seeing the volunteers as threat-
480ening was also noticeable from government departments like the Ministry of Education.
481In , it merely noted the presence of  Peace Corps teachers, while the  report
482complained that volunteers ‘tended to be unsettled and mobile . . . and it is hoped that
483more care [will be taken] in recruiting and re-orientation of Peace Corps’. This new em-
484phasis on claiming credit for projects and politicizing even the smallest of achievements
485threatened to overtake broader goals of development. This is not to say that Sotho political
486leaders were so cynical that they did not care about the projects; they did, but they fore-
487grounded what their completion said about the state’s successes over how they would
488benefit citizens.

489CENTRALIZING DEVELOPMENT IN THE LATE 1960S AND EARLY 1970s

490The BNP government, in addition to using development as an electoral strategy, also
491wanted to use aid to help consolidate and centralize their hold on state power. This led
492to tension over what the primary objective of development should be –macroeconomic
493growth or poverty elimination. This tension was certainly not unique to Lesotho during
494this time, or even into the present. With Lesotho heavily dependent on foreign assistance
495for basic governmental and development funding, there was strong pressure to consider aid
496firstly as a vehicle for growth, with improved living standards a distant second priority.
497A British Overseas Development Ministry (ODM) report from  pointed to this press-
498ure to prioritize macroeconomic growth: ‘A well-conceived development programme will
499increase the productive power of the economy and, while raising the general living stan-
500dard, increase its taxable capacity.’ This was common donor language across the conti-
501nent, at least from Western powers, in the s and s, as a US report pointed out
502that aid ‘would not only contribute to economic and political stability in Africa but at
503the same time provide real benefits for individuals’. The post-independence government
504in Lesotho wanted macroeconomic growth, but struggled to attain it. In part this was due
505to structural constraints in the regional economy, but in  the government’s chief econ-
506omist blamed the civil service for their negative attitudes, incompetence, lack of insight,
507and for not being ‘development oriented’. Similar to other generalizations about Sotho
508resistance to development, however, these comments are best read as revealing of deep
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509divisions within the civil service over what the purpose of development should be, and over
510who should control it.
511Although infrastructure constraints had concentrated development efforts in lowland
512districts, the BNP government encouraged PCVs and civil servants to steer projects to
513villages that supported the government. A PCV working on water projects in Mafeteng
514District reported that political appointees at the district headquarters chose his worksites,
515steering him to BNP-friendly villages. The Food-for-Work program that distributed
516WFP donations to people building roads in rural areas only provided for those who
517already were or who were ‘willing to become’ BNP members. Similarly, at campaign
518rallies for the  elections, government ministers told people that ‘if they wished to
519be assisted with seeds and fertilisers by the Government they should register their
520names [join the BNP].’ In a few places, communities rejected road-building projects
521because they did not want to associate with the government, but most felt they had little
522choice.

523Although the political dimensions of the projects could and did undermine their efficacy
524on the ground, many rural communities valued the services and resources they provided.
525Those looking to initiate community water projects, for instance, reported needing to
526find and utilize local intermediaries to break down suspicion toward their work, while
527others reported that their efforts to find chiefs willing to work with them took lots of
528time because of their association with the government. In all cases, they agreed that
529the key to project completion was convincing Sotho women that participation would
530bring benefits like the freedom from having to carry water long distances. As Marc
531Epprecht has argued, with male labor migrancy leaving women a majority in most rural
532communities, their ‘supposedly private activities frequently forced the political and econ-
533omic agenda’. For instance, ‘Maleseka Kena, an older woman I interviewed in the
534rural Qacha’s Nek District, recalled a development project’s or organization’s ‘usefulness’
535as key to her decision of whether or not to participate.

536Due to the limited availability of documentary sources, it is impossible to say just
537how many small development projects were proposed or completed. A funding document
538from USAID for fiscal year  gives some sense of scale with  water projects in prog-
539ress in villages with a population over ,. In addition, they funded  classroom build-
540ings at  different primary schools around the country. Local volunteers supplied the
541labor for nearly all of the small construction projects in order to keep costs down.
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542Additionally, Work-for-Food programs employed on average around , people a
543month, and a WFP school-feeding scheme fed , children daily. These numbers
544suggest that many rural inhabitants likely had at least some knowledge of development
545projects, as these efforts were spread broadly, if unevenly, across the country. Regardless
546of scale, the BNP government was focused on claiming credit for such projects. Pro-
547government newspapers loudly trumpeted the completion of projects, no matter how
548small, and cabinet ministers traveled to villages to inaugurate projects almost weekly in
549the lead up to the  elections. The presence of cabinet ministers at the inauguration
550of projects designed to serve populations that numbered in the hundreds suggest that these
551projects had taken on outsized symbolic meaning as the government attempted to take
552credit and retain some illusion of centralized control over what was a decentralized system
553of planning and construction.

554Although the failure of the BNP government to deliver on its development promises was
555not the only reason for its electoral defeat in , it certainly played an important role.
556Jonathan lost much of his support from female voters precisely because he had failed to
557deliver jobs and critical infrastructure outside of the lowlands. The abolition of district
558councils in  undercut BNP efforts to provide services, as these bodies had been respon-
559sible for the construction and maintenance of footbridges, bridle paths, and health clinics,
560to name a few, especially in regions that were not served by the lowland road network.

561The BNP eliminated district councils as part of their effort to centralize development plan-
562ning, implementation, and funding in order to better control actual projects and the nar-
563ratives surrounding them. Voters were in fact judging the government on its ability to
564provide services and deliver development projects, as evidenced by the BNP picking up
565two seats in the lowland Leribe District near the new tar road, and losing seats in foothill
566and mountain constituencies that were supposed to be its base at the  elections. The
567ability, or inability, of the government to respond to local calls for employment, water pro-
568jects, and roads played a key role in driving voting patterns.
569The elimination of the district councils and verbal attacks on PCVs show that the BNP
570was not comfortable with their level of control over development projects in the late s.
571This situation changed after the  coup when the BNP government was better able to
572project state power into the rural areas through its control of the security forces, and the
573removal of the need to worry about electoral repercussions from local people. After ,
574the government started to attract and implement ‘big’ projects in the form of integrated
575rural development projects, like the Thaba Bosiu Project financed by USAID, the Senqu
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576Project financed by UNDP, and the Thaba Tseka Mountain Development Project financed
577by the Canadians. This shift from development that was run at the grassroots by a thin
578bureaucracy to a fully centralized, top-down, process where planning decisions overrode
579local concerns was symbolized by changes in the Central Planning Office. This department
580was staffed in the late s mainly by ‘young Basotho graduates, PCVs, and British
581volunteers’, but in the post- period expanded rapidly so that by  it had over
582twenty professional staff members and administered a budget of R million. It would
583be misleading to suggest that lack of electoral opposition was the only reason for the
584increased government bureaucracy, and the increased ability of the BNP government
585to garner foreign assistance. Changes in the USAID remit in the mid-s played a role
586in how much money the US State Department was willing and able to sink into projects
587in Lesotho. The growing desire to support Frontline States like Botswana, Swaziland,
588and Lesotho with development aid influenced the amount of money that was available
589for projects, but the ability of the government to override local opposition without fear
590of electoral repercussions played a role as well.

591CONCLUSION

592In contrast to the period  to  when aid to Lesotho was relatively small, foreign
593assistance increased dramatically in the s. After the coup in January , the
594British temporarily suspended aid, and other countries followed their lead. By April,
595though, Jonathan began talking to the opposition parties and violent clashes were on
596the decline. The British Labour government – potentially facing Tory criticism in the loom-
597ing UK general election over its handling of aid to a former colony highly dependent on
598the increasingly unpopular apartheid regime – resumed its general budgetary support and
599development funding in June . Proving that aid was political everywhere, Harold
600Wilson authorized the British high commissioner to recognize Jonathan’s government (a
601precursor to restarting aid) on or after  June, the day of the British general election.

602This resumption of aid legitimized the regime, allowing others like the United States to fol-
603low suit. It also enabled Jonathan to break off talks with the opposition and consolidate his
604control of the government.
605After the coup, the Lesotho government needed aid more than ever as it attempted
606to rebuild popular legitimacy after the violence and turmoil of the coup. Its ability to
607shut down opposition newspapers, and the lack of a parliament helped silence criticisms
608of development, and the government rapidly completed its purge of opposition supporters
609from the civil service. Although the Peace Corps remained in country, Jonathan expelled
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610seven volunteers who he accused of being involved in ‘internal politics’. The focus of the
611government after mid- quickly turned to securing support for ‘large projects’ like inte-
612grated rural agricultural projects. These had a history of failure under the colonial regime,
613but that did not stop donors like USAID, the UNDP, and the Canadian government from
614pouring millions into projects from  onward. These large projects were the objects of
615Ferguson’s analysis where he determined that development was an ‘antipolitics machine’
616that sapped national political cultures of substantive debate and sidelined local input
617from the planning and implementation of projects. The government’s newfound ability
618to ignore local protests after  is demonstrated in the substance of a  petition
619from people living in the area where the USAID Thaba Bosiu project was proposed. The
620petition complained that the project was run by outside ‘experts’ who were not versed
621in local practices and who could not ‘enhance and safeguard the interests of the farming
622community’. Moreover, it noted that giving power to agricultural experts could ‘em-
623power persons unversed with or opposed to the political policies of the Government,
624to embark on policies diametrically opposed to established policies in such fields as
625employment, Credit, Marketing and general execution’. USAID officials who read the
626petition admitted that local people had not been ‘consulted in the planning process’ but
627attributed many of the complaints to the petitioners’ status as ‘opposition supporters’.

628It was likely that most of the petitioners were opposition supporters because, again,
629this region went strongly for opposition parties in both the  and  elections. By
630couching their criticisms of the project as a warning to the government about its potential
631loss of power and sovereignty, the petitioners acknowledged the new reality of their limited
632influence over government policies and projects, and the tremendous power of outside
633experts.
634Despite these warnings, the Thaba Bosiu project went ahead as planned and soon the
635area of the project had, according to a contemporary analyst, ‘Chiefs, foreign aid personnel
636and policemen controll[ing] larger and larger areas in the countryside at the expense of
637villagers, who had earlier participated in the control via cooperatives and elected com-
638mittees.’ The inability of people in the project area to have significant input into devel-
639opment efforts provided a marked contrast from the late s when the Lesotho
640government had been unable both to quell political debate and to secure support for
641‘big projects’. The ability to garner funds in large blocks, along with the elimination of elec-
642toral considerations, meant that the government no longer had to cultivate and court
643small-scale rural projects. The price the government paid for this freedom was a loss of
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644control over aspects of the projects, especially those related to land tenure and use. In
645a country like Lesotho where control over land was closely associated with national
646sovereignty, giving up control over its management was a significant political trade-off.

647The authoritarian turn of the BNP government in  that allowed for the delivery of
648‘big’ development projects had two main consequences. Firstly, it led to less emphasis on
649the smaller projects that had been so prominent during the years of multiparty democracy,
650where a focus on basic needs was central to electoral strategies. These projects still existed
651after , but their reduced significance made the government less accountable to local
652political demands. Secondly, it forced the government to relinquish some of its sovereignty,
653in this case over the highly evocative issue of control over the land, to international devel-
654opment organizations because its legitimacy was tied so tightly to delivery of the assistance
655these organizations provided. While the electorate had ‘reject[ed] the National Party’ and
656their early development efforts, Jonathan’s coup allowed him to utilize foreign assistance
657and development projects as a basis to maintain power for eighteen more years.
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